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This Diwali think hatke

Cause to Colours
The #CelebrateHER project
marked each navratri colour with
a strong message on women’s
issues. This year as women
adorned the colour day, they
also pledged their solidarity and
perseverance to bring forth the
various issues plaguing women
in society. From dowry deaths to
gender discrimination and lack
of individuality each day brought
many opinions and articles on
each topic.
It was great to see the young
women
concentrate
more
on finding solutions than just
enlisting the problems. We
know there is a long way to go
in eradicating these problems
from society completely, yet it’s
beautiful to see the willingness
and perseverance of these
women to bring the necessary
change.
Change almost always begins
with a person, and here are
these lovely women promising
to be those pillars of support
for all of us who wish to bring
this change in our lives. The
project was initially started to
bring awareness, thank you
everyone for making it a success
and building supportive and
encouraging environment for
change. Truly we must Celebrate
Her.
Check out the success
& participation on our
Facebook page: REPORTher
Twitter : @REPORTherIndia

- Pooja Nair

Diwali seasons here. Do you plan on
celebrating by buying crackers? Every year
you hear about all the injuries caused by
bursting of crackers. Are you aware of how
these firecracker companies make profit?
Children just like yours are employed by
these companies to produce firecrackers.
They handle dangerous chemicals and work
in risky environments so that your family could
bond over some fun firecrackers.
Let’s not ignore the air pollution caused them
and the effect it has on the local strays that
your children love so much.
Don’t you see how wrong our way of celebrating
this festival is?. Diwali is a festival of lights and
this Diwali let’s enlighten our minds.
As adults we must teach our children
better. For children the best part of Diwali is
firecrackers. Let’s educate them about the
aforementioned issues surrounding Diwali.
Don’t make it a boring lecture session. Be
tactful and creative.
This Diwali let’s give our families some quality
time not with crackers and sweets but with
togetherness and love. You can try out these
photo courtesy - Pixabay
fun alternative ways to celebrate diwali.
Time during Diwali can also be spentcreating
This Diwali let’s lay off our phones and focus something new. Internet is full of articles that
on complete interaction with your relatives will help you recycle many waste products in
friends and neighbor’s. Together you can your house into attractive, useful products.
organize a talent hunt. Participation must be
made compulsory so that we can see “72 year Just like Rama and Sita’s path back to their
old daddi dance to dum maro dum” and” baju kingdom was lit by the diyas of the villagers let
wala Nair uncle calculate the 14 digits of pi”.
us light the path to a better future. Let’s make
this Diwali a celebration of the triumph of love,
Instead of buying Diwali snacks, cooking kindness and knowledge over evil.
delicious Diwali snacks and dishes will be a
great bonding time for them. Learning to cook
is never a waste of time for anybody, be it boy
or girl.

- Teena Thankachan

COMMUTE COMPLEXITIES AT BKC MUMBAI
working at various offices in and around the
complex. A special planning authority from
MMRDA was appointed in the year 1977 for
this development. The whole objective of
such a huge advancement initiative was to
create premier office locations of International
Standards, ensuring easy accessibility,
high quality of amenities and safe working
environment with a touch of plush.

photo courtesy - Shraddha Ramane

BKC (Bandra – Kurla Complex) is one of
the most well planned commercial real
estate in the suburbs of Mumbai. All top
notch companies, you name it, be it a bank
/ Government Office/ Private office or any
wholesale or non-wholesale establishment,
have minimum one of their office housed at
BKC. There are approximately 6 lakh+ people

that service is stopped as we were told that the
bus driver was beaten up by the local rick drivers
and hence no driver is willingly to take up that
job here”
Rahul Patil (35), a planning officer and an
architect at MMRDA added “ I stay at Thane,
but at times, the time required for me to reach
my office from kurla station is more than the time
I take to reach Kurla from Thane. I, then just get
started walking, to get rid of the chaos at the
station”
This piece of article is to raise a specific concern
towards safety and public transport to the
concerned authorities.
Action plan Bkc:
REPORTher would like to support this cause
& is calling from feedback from all its readers,
volunteers & associates to come up with their
valuable advice for the above issue.

Contrary to the idea, BKC has not been
able to accommodate the prime requirement
of accessibility to the common man. The
closest railway stations are Kurla (for people
travelling from the central railway line) and
Bandra (for people from western suburbs)
.There are share/private rickshaws near
these stations but they are available only at
the mercy of the rickshaw drivers. During the
peak hours there are times when people are
waiting for hours together restless, cursing,
convincing and hoping that they will able to Send feedback at :
reportherindia@gmail.com with subject as :
fetch a rick to reach their workplace.
Action plan Bkc
The rickshaw hunt scene is to pity for during Deadline: On or before 30th November.
monsoon even if it drizzles a bit. After sunset,
the roads become deserted and off late Your feedback is important to us .With your
various cases of attempts of bag snatching/ suggestions & participation, REPORTher would
robberies have taken place giving the area call for a gathering among our locals, supporters
& volunteers to discuss the issue & work to get
an uncanny feel.
the much needed attention of the concerned
Akshata Rane (25) told this paper that “ My authorities to bring out a probable solution.
company had a pick-n- drop bus service for
the employees to reach office from Kurla
-Shraddha Ramane
and Bandra station respectively, but even

Health
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Work life balance for Working Moms
A woman essentially remains an epicenter of every relationship
she shares. This balancing act further only tests her ability to do
so, especially during the stage of motherhood. This struggle to
juggle between work and home, where an enormous amount
of emotional and physical ability is demanded out of her, she
most often tends to forget herself.
Here a few ways which may serve to help working mothers
out of this dilemma?
1. First and foremost kiss your guilt goodbye; a woman’s
choice to work only proves her ability to provide her family as
much as her better half could do so and also to prove herself
her efficiency
2. Begin your day on a positive note; a smile you wear is more
beautiful than your clothes and accessories.
3. Learn to delegate efficiently, this quality alone ensures you
have enough time for all your activities including yourself
4. Try and choose your work place that is closer to home , it
would remain helpful to mothers who need to attend to their
infants during an emergency and also help you save ample
time travelling saving you the grays of exhaustion.
5. Ensure to stick to a healthy routine at home, this only leads
to a fruitful day at work and creates a sense of security while
setting a wonderful example among your children.
6. Create the right support systems for your children that
are dependable and trust worthy, these only keep your mind
relaxed at work
7. Make the use of technology for efficient multitasking right
from shopping groceries to paying bills and serve both your
personal and work requirements
8. Focus on a healthy lifestyle, it is extremely important to
eat and sleep on time. Skipping meals and lack of sleep only
triggers unhealthy physical reactions making you unproductive.
9. Make a list of to do things that are required to be completed
in the following days. Staying a step ahead helps you manage
a well planned calendar.
10. Lastly schedule a few minutes for yourself every day. It
could be a book you would like to read or listen to your favorite
songs, watch a serial or a bubble bath. Do anything that makes
you happy and remain at peace.
Despite the list of things spoken above there could be a few
days where everything seems to going outside the window
leaving you helpless and frustrated. But it is at those times
you will need to remember to count your blessings and stay
thankful for all the good things that have happened so far. If
still none of these come of any use. Just go Shopping!!!

-Kathyayini Sandeep
(working mother with similar phase)

“Yoga for Longitivity”

There are two types of ages perceived in human body, one Chronological
Age or “Ayu” in Ayurveda, ( your date of birth) and second is how old
we seem to be which is Biological Age also know as “Vaya”in Ayurveda
Biological age can be greater than the Chronological age. Often we
are surprised to find people in their 30s look as if they are in their-40s
or even more. Wonder why this happens, it’s because of unhealthy
diet, sleep deprivation, sun exposure, changeable life style etc. All this
contributes towards rapid aging. Almost 70 % of women suffer from
early menopause now days. What can be done to stop this or slow down
Biological Aging? The answer lies within our Ancient Science “Ayurveda
“which comprises of ‘Yog by Patanjali’
Patanjali’’ was a saint who lived long before any invasion took place.
He was the one who documented the yogic knowledge from various
practices in to eight steps in ‘’Yoga Sutra’’ and called it ‘Ashtanga
yoga’,which is the great tool to help us record our progress in Yoga
Practice. Ashtanga yoga includes Yama (self-restrain), Niyam
(observance), Asana (body postures), Pranayama (disciplines of breath),
Pratyahar (withdrawal of senses), Dhyan (meditation), Dharana ( self
believes)and Samadhi (your true self). I will try and explain few below.
Practicing Yoga under the guidance of Yoga Masters is the precise way
of doing it. It can be done at home without any tools. Start with Pranayam
(Taking deep breaths) while you do concentrate on your breaths perform
5 mins daily followed by Kapalbhati (Forceful breath outs while giving
abdominal strokes) for another 10 min and Anulom & Vilom is (Breathing
with alternate nostrils with the use of thumb and middle fingure) for 10
mins. There are various yogic postures to give strength and flexibility
to the muscles,like ‘Tadasana’ it’s done by standing on one leg while
you fold your hands in namaskar pose hold it for a while. For total body
relaxation there is Shavasana (Pretending to be like a dead body). While
doing this you observe your heart beats, go deep within and relax for 20
mins. All these asanas and poses help towards healing and detoxification
of your body so that we look more poised, young, healthy & glowing.
Your journey towards longitivity begins with ‘Yoga ‘and will surely
decrease your biological age

-Dr Swapnali Dabholkar
( Ayurvedic consultant -UAE)

The Bright Side of Feeling Dull
No one questions when she is feeling happy. She is maybe simply
happy for the bliss of living her mundane life! But when she has negative
emotions, she breaks her head as to what, how and when and why did it
happen to her and it is such a misfortune to have happened only to her!
We often value the feeling of goodness in the background of feeling
down. We are so much stuck with the unpleasant states of mind and
their memories that we could not just sulk but get drowned in it! There
are many reasons as to why we are so stuck up with the negativities at
times. Ironically, these might open us to an all new array of realities!
To begin with, when we experience pain or any unpleasant feelings, We
Are Real. We don’t fake reactions of “feeling down”.
Negative emotions are not just required for optimal functioning, but it is
nice to experience the full range of emotions we are blessed with, as
humans. Moreover, feeling of such range of experiences like jealousy,
rage, sadness, alarms us that the situation is not according to our flow of
thought. So it gives us time to prepare; to expect the unexpected.
When we are into intense dismay, our mind may as well exaggerate
the facts a bit. However, this amplification gives us a much closer look
into our state or situation. And a closer look always helps to understand
things better.
Like black colour wouldn’t be valued in the dark, it needs a lighter
background to stand out beautifully. So is the pallet of our experiences.
Our indulgences into the darker and the dull, makes us more closer to
who we are.

-Gayatri Bapat

(psychologist & counsellor)

Laughter corner
1) My friend thinks he is smart. He told me an onion is
the only food that makes you cry, so I threw a coconut
at his face.
2) Why couldn’t Banta add 10 + 5 on a calculator?
A: He couldn’t find the “10” button.
3) A recent worldwide survey showed that out of
2,146,703,436 people, 94% were too lazy to actually read
that number
4) Q: Why does Humpty Dumpty love autumn?
A: Because Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.
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EmpowHER

Do Women really need
empowerment?
On a beautiful Sunday afternoon, as
I was flipping through the newspaper,
I wondered when I will read no topic
of news in and around WOMEN! Well,
being a women myself, this isn’t one of
the most favorable things to say!
But let’s face it, aren’t we tired with
so much focus given to WOMEN as a
topic? News channels, Newspapers,
Social media feeds have nearly
40% news around women and her
suppressed life.
WHAT IS WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
and WHY HAVE WE NEVER READ
MALE EMPOWERMENT?
Why don’t I see so much focus around
male issues? Why is it that ‘they’
become the topic for very powering
topics and women are topics of
Empowerment?
Do I as a women need empowerment?
A Wikipedia definition of the word
Empowerment bewildered me furtherto give power or authority to. Really!
Who is it that needs to give me power
or authority? I thought I was born with
it! I was as equal as any living being
on this planet.
While I say all these things, I am well
aware of the state of affairs in our
country. Inequalities between men and
women and the discrimination war has
been age-old issues all over the world.
But honestly, is it REALISATION or
EMPOWERMENT? What is the real
solution?

So to all my friends, I have one fair
question – Do you think instead of
empowering, we need to start the
process of realization? Realization
that women are born as a living being
with no weakness, a pure soul and
have just as any other a complete
power over herself and her society. If
you strike with equality, you will always
be equal. If you live in dependency of
someone to ‘empower’ you, you will
always be dependent.
An article ‘Where are the men in
women’s empowerment?’ shared a
thought by Justin Reeves (Director
of NGO Partnerships at Girl Rising)
“educating girl can transform societies
and that girls and women must be
united with boys and men to effect
change.” Well said Mr. Reeves!
The world average for the ratio of
males/females is 1.01, which means
there are (more) 1.01 males for (lesser)
1.00 females. So don’t we need to
include this majority population into
this realization process?
Imagine this half of population being
groomed into this realization process
right from birth! Imagine the INDIA of
tomorrow! So my friends, let’s work
more on building the realization than
waiting to be part of an empowerment.
Our every action today, will lead us to
an empowerment free zone in near
future.

-Diana Madtha Gala

Real Estate /Gold what’s favourable?
Are you truly independent
Are you truly independent? For those
who said no, probably have reasons
behind it and for those who said yes,
are you sure about your reasons? Are
you financially independent? And that
means an earning & well informed
woman. Now you might be hesitant
about your answer.

it soared.
What about real estate? It is the most
expensive and largest asset one could
own. True! But to what end?Ponzi
schemes are the largest risk. But these
schemes often ruin the investor as
well as the builder. Other risks being

•Unsold
inventory
due
to
It’s festival time coming up, and unaffordable rates.
usually women are more inclined
towards gold or property investments. •Low liquidity – it’s difficult to cash
Investments in these carry huge risk out (sell) a property in times of
which should be known prior as there emergency /requirement.
are many women who are unaware of
various financial schemes , ups and •High Interest paid on loans.
down in the market & blindly practise
schemes which belonged to old era.
•Resale value at risk
India is one of the largest importers of
gold. It is assumed that gold is used •Huge maintenance costs etc
during emergencies .It also acts as
“streedhan”( financial security for Now what other options are you left
women after marriage),savings, and with?
to safeguard future but at a terrible
cost of being a dead investment.
Very few would know of other
investment options such as bonds,
Fundamentally, the problem of gold PPF’s,stock markets,mutual funds,etc.
as a portfolio investment is that it isn’t The reason being lack of knowledge.
a real investment. Real investments Indian women are not exposed to such
are stocks, bonds, private businesses matters as they are mostly handled
etc all of which, except for bonds by men. With the increase in divorce
(which produce interest instead), rates various atrocities, women should
produce profits. These are paid out as be prepared to live independently. If
income in the form of dividends or are you earn, you must know where your
reinvested and grow with times.
money is invested. So next time when
In contrast, bullion just sits there someone asks you if you are truly
hoping to look attractive. Since the independent, you wouldn’t be hesitant
price of gold is not supported by
to say YES!
anything other than the mood
of investors, its value can
-Trisha Patankar
plummet just as quickly as

Women’s lib? Man’s world?
A couple of young marriageable youths came in for a
counseling session with a
sole question, “Do you suggest that we should get married now that our families are
looking for suitable brides for
us?”

powerful components of the
society. Perhaps they were
too much to handle and so
slowly the men took over.
But then the power corrupted them and it seems that
eventually the women are
taking over again.

That was quite an unusual
one. If any, it had been the
girls popping this question
in apprehension of loosing
their freedom, or adjusting
with the in-laws. I had to ask
them to explain more.

Why can’t it be a balance?
Why do relationships have
to be a game of power and
control? I see many mothers
advising their daughter not
to compromise or adjust in
a marriage. But that is what
being together is all about. I
am sure these mothers have
suffered and they do not wish
the same for their daughters,
but a broken marriage is a
suffering too.

“Madam girls are everywhere making life difficult for
the guys. Even a few girls
that we dated earlier turned
out to be gold-diggers (I
had only heard this phrase
in some English movie!) All
they want is lot of gifts and
pampering. When we cannot fulfill their demand’s they
walk away.
The other one added, “My
brother got married two years
back. It was a love marriage
but they were fighting from
day one. Finally she filed for
divorce but before that filed
a torture case against all of
us. Me and my parents were
in the central jail for 2 nights”
He looked down.

I think it is time for the parents
to look into their responsibility seriously. If we wish our
children to be happy, both
the sons and the daughters
would have to be trained
about their roles in a modern family. Marriage has to
be a balance and we have to
learn to play our respective
roles and also to cooperate.

Relationships bring us the
happiness and satisfaction
on which we base all our
endeavors. Trading relationships for freedom/money/
Now it became clear. That control would spell doom for
I am hearing of every other all in long run.
day. A closer look and you
can see that we are in ‘that’
-Dr. Sapna Sharma
uncomfortable part of the
change cycle. We spent a ( International spiritual counselor,
lot many years were women life coach, speaker & author)
were tortured and ill-treated, I believe the era before
that had seen women being
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Lifestyle

TIPS TO KICK-START YOUR MARKETING GOALS
During my days of studying graphic
design, I was taught to think and work
within a restricted space. By restricted
space, I mean limited resources and
options which indeed made me come
up with the most amazing concepts.
Similarly when we start a new business,
we are working in a restricted space
with limited resources and that is where
we come up with the best solutions.
Here’s how you can get started.
Make a 1 page company/work profile:
Give a snapshot of your business to
your prospects. Write it yourself or get
it written from a professional. Use it as
a PDF to email online and print it to use
as a flyer. You can even design it or get it
designed to add more spark. Remember
to be realistic.
Enlist your Inspiration: Put your ideas
on paper or maintain an online business

journal. Apps and websites like Pinterest
are a great way to save and organize
your inspiration.

members about existing business laws,
tips-tricks and a lot more to enrich your
business expertise.

Get yourself on Linked in, Facebook,
Twitter and Google+: Now this seems
like an obvious idea but if you are
in a hurry to market your business
extensively, making your presence felt
on these websites is a free yet powerful
way.

Create a business presentation: Create
a power-point presentation to highlight
your product/service offerings and you
can upload it on you-tube as well. Share
the presentation as much as possible
with your target audience.

Create a blog for your brand: Start
blogging to market your brand in a
subtle, informative and very powerful
way. You can start with 1 blog a month
or every fortnightly and make your way
up gradually.

Make a 1 page website: Those with a
shoe-string budget can opt for free
website builders like Wix, Strikingly,
WordPress. But an official 1 page
dynamic website would enable you to
customize it your way and that’s super
affordable too.

Join
a
group
of
like-minded
professionals: Besides networking, you
can exchange knowledge with group

-Gayatri Panchal

Now is the time!
While the whole world celebrates women’s day every
year and respects women power , we women should
be proud indeed about our achievements, but sadly
there also exists a world where educated, smart and
well brought up women are struggling to balance daily
household, ambitions, careers and social networking.
You must be wondering what I mean by this.
I recently came across a story about a friend of mine,
whom I have been seeing all my life like someone who
is leading a healthy and happening life. I envied her
seeing her FB posts and snaps. I loved her statuses
on what’s app!! But in reality, what I got to know about
her was quite shocking. It seems she got too worked
up with her career and ambitions. And also got very
carried away with social networking sites and started
living in a world which was far from reality and sadly
became victim of depression.

It’s a tough world out there and we have to be strong.
So what can we do? Some simple steps may help I
feel, let’s see
Step #1: let’s Work on a hobby!!!
May it be reading, painting, singing anything that
relaxes us - remember the time from our childhood
- remember the one thing we would do no matter
what, when we were a kid. There was no stress, no
pressure. Pick up that thing and do it now!!!
Step #2: Be fit!!!
Let’s Take care of our health - why not? All of us can
and should be fit. If we are healthy physically - half
the battle is won.

Step # 4: Don’t be boggled down by the competition,
let’s give our best always!!!
When the whole world seems standing against us,
turn around and take a selfie, they will be standing
behind us.
Step # 5: Always remember - bad times are
temporary!!! They can hurt us but won’t break us. So
the manta is “bad is in fraction and good is always in
action”
Let’s get up and gear up for the better us!! Let’s
decide to behold our passion and be ready to do hard
work to achieve it. All things will fall in place!! Amen!!!

Step #3: Memorable timeline!!!
Rather than posting pics on FB, live those moments.

KAAMCHOR KI RASOI SE
Indian snacks are usually delicious
and mouth-watering. A quick, impressive snack that’s easy to prepare and cook using basic ingredients. I have learnt this recipe from
my mother-in-law over a weekend.
She loves such snacks and trust me
she has a lot of such quick secrets.
I’m too excited to share a recipe
that is full of enjoyable flavours and
textures, these vegetarian Diamond
Dahi Toasts make a great dinner
party, kitty party, kids party starter.
Kick off your party in style!
15-20 minutes: Diamond Dahi Toast!

Timeline on FB is way too unreal than the real time!!!

Method:
1.Take regular rice batter (which is
easily available in the market), dilute
the thick rice batter by adding little
water, add salt as per taste, mix well
and keep it aside.
2.Using a sharp knife cut each slice
Ingredients
of bread in a diamond shape.
•Bread: 2 slices
3.Heat oil in your frying pan, dip
•Rice batter: 1 cup
the diamond-shaped bread pieces
•Hung Curd: ½ cup (add salt and in rice batter one by one and deep
sugar)
fry till they turn golden brown and
•Onion: 1/2 cup finely chopped
crispy. Drain the breads on tissue to
•Tomato: 1/2 cup finely chopped
remove excess oil.
•Oil: To Fry
4.Plate the delicious crispy diamond
•Green Chutney: 1 Tbsp
toasts and now it’s time to enrich it
•Chaat masala powder: As needed with fresh flavours.
•Pomegranate: To Garnish
5.Spread mixed curd and green
•Nylon sev: To Garnish
chutney on each slice, place small
•Cilantro: To Garnish
portion of chopped onion and toma•Salt: To Taste
to.
6.Garnish it with fresh pomegranate,
-Tipti Aggarwal cilantro and nylon sev. Sprinkle little
salt, chaat masala on each piece.
(Founder of KKRS)
7.Crunchy Diamond Dahi Toast is
ready to serve. Serve immediately!

-Prachi Tawde

Tarot and Angel Talks
Messages for all you ladies from 13th November – 12th December
General theme: Intuition and Inner
wisdom. It is all about going within to
seek guidance, strength and support.
Following your heart and gut will sail
you through this month!
Aries – Let go of control issues or
resistance will be created. Trust your
inner wisdom. Fortune favors those
who lean on the divine. Change is for
the good.
Taurus – It’s time to soar high. Success
is achieved through persistence and
willpower. Security and stability will
flow in, if you follow your gut. Chant
“Om” 3 times for mental clarity.
Gemini – You are evolving by leaps
and bounds. Let your creative genius
come out in the open for a smooth
transition. Time for change in career
and victory over enemies.
Cancer – Tackle difficult situations
with love and care. Become aware of
your infinite inner strength and let it
lead the way. Chant “Hee” for receiving
clear guidance.
Leo – Pay attention to your thoughts
and feelings. New ideas and inspiration
come easily. New opportunities in work
may present. Take control and take the
chance.
Virgo – Ask for help from the divine.
Balance between work and play.
Pursuing your hobby/interest as a
career will yield good financial results
in the future. For stability in emotions

chant “Hoh”
Libra – Gather courage and take
action. Waiting too long may result in a
missed opportunity. Chant “Om Namah
Shivay” 3 times for transparency.
Scorpio – Cleanse and balance. Need
for purification and detoxing. This will
clear your vision and help you see
the broader picture. Chant “Hee” for
mental Clarity.
Sagittarius – Spend more time
outdoors. The period may be slow for
you, but keeping the hope alive in all
situations will see you through. Claim
back your child like awe and wonder
and solutions will magically appear.
Luck is by your side.
Capricorn – Seek help from your
guardian angels. Be open to receiving.
A renewal awaits. Past issues may
surface again. Pay attention to your
health.
Aquarius – Do not rush into anything.
Consult your own divine wisdom
before taking action. Things may seem
rough and out of control. Surrender to
the inner knowing and meditate to find
answers. Stay away from addictions.
Pisces – Intuition is your word. Seclude
yourself and spend time alone to go
within to get guidance. Brooding over
the past won’t help. Draw inspiration
and light from within and see how
brightly you shine!!

-Kanchan Sharma

(Life coach and Tarot reader)

HerDiaries
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ENLIGHTENING RELATIONSHIPS Travel Diaries:

Dubai – Rise from sands!

Relationships in various aspects of our lives
are like a model of conveyance, where all the
four wheels of the vehicle must be intact &
running together in synchronicity for it to move
ahead smoothly, effectively & speedily towards
its destination, making the journey pleasant &
worthwhile. Let’s take a closer look at some of
the most integral relationships in our lives.
Primary Relation with God – This is the essence of our entire consciousness. God is believed to be in the form of our inner conscience
& higher intelligence within us.

A city which is built by tenacity and
chutzpah has put itself on the world
map with a BANG!
Like a phoenix rises from its ashes, the
mesmerising city of Dubai has literally
risen from its sands. “Awesome” is a
just small word to describe it.
Few places worth visiting in Dubai are
listed as:
Burj Khalifa is an fantastic and
gigantic structure which enabled
mankind to mark his space till sky!
The tallest building in the world took
almost 12 years to build and numbs
your mind when you step on the
observation desk @ 124th floor. The
tickets are sold months in advance
and have specific timings to visit as
mentioned in the ticket. So, plan your
trip accordingly!

Relation with Self – A good relation with SELF
means acknowledging, accepting & respecting
the SELF against all odds, to stand up for your
values, needs & individuality. Learning to accept your strength & weaknesses & being Kind
& gentle towards Self.
Relation with Parents – Responsibility & Care
are the two words that fill up the circle of this
relationship. God is present in the form of
Parents who protect, nurture and guide us.
The best gift that we can give them back is
by being responsible and caring towards them
throughout life.
Spouse / Partner – The beauty of this relationship thrives when GRATITUDE & APPRECIATION is inhaled in life like AIR. Continuous
Support towards each other with sparks of Fun
and Laughter definitely makes one fall in Love
with Life again & again.
Immediate / Extended Families – These relationships actually forms the Back Bone of Life.
Our siblings, cousins, relatives & In-laws, all
together form a vital source of strength & serve
as resources during any crisis.
Friends –They don’t belong to our blood relations, but still occupy the closest spot in our
hearts. They are our secret reservoirs & partners in crime & love to give us a reality check
on a timely basis.

Work place relations / Acquaintances – These
relations are particularly important & of great
value, as subsequently a large part of our
time is spent at work & it’s here that we gain
enormous amount, of knowledge on workplace dynamics & their roles in organizational
processes.
Neighborhood & Community bonding – The
Significance of neighbors is undeniable in
our lives. They support us in emergencies &
troubles & can also be our delighting companions as well. Fostering a sense of community
bonding not only increases the level of trust in
the society, but also brings in the unity to face
any unforeseen possible threats.
The only way to develop Enlightening Relations in your life is to stretch and step out of
one’s comfort zone & be willing to grow, learn
& transform!!!

-Ashna Ddhannak

(relation healing expert)

Parental Guidelines: Emotional security An Essential need for children!
Emotional security is all about the way we
feel about ourselves, and in our relationships.
When it comes to children this plays an
important role in their healthy development.
Parents play a crucial role in this regard. Once
the child feels emotionally secure within his/
her family, most of his/her negative behaviour
can be replaced with positive one.
It is hence very important for parents to
spend good quality time with their children,
engaging in some conversation or any form
of play with them.
In today’s times, it is very common for both
parents to be working and juggling between
work and home. In such cases, it becomes
very difficult to meet the child’s need of
security. Children need more than food,
clothes and shelter they need love. Love
and acceptance for who they are enriches
children’s emotional, social and psychological
functioning.

-Aditi Mahajan

(physiologist & special educator)

It is very important to thus boost a child’s
confidence, keep their choices as a priority,
treat them with respect, spend quality time
with them and provide encouragement and
assurance at every stage of their growth and
development. It is also essential to be by
their side in their early years to help them
become emotionally balanced individuals.
Very often we all forget that emotional
growth is as important as physical growth.
Children need to know that they are loved
and cared for. When they are denied of this
love and affection they find it difficult to
make friends and tend to react to situations
in unacceptable manners. When children
feel assured of being accepted in their
families, school groups and neighbouring
communities they develop a healthy selfimage.
Providing a loving, nurturing environment
is beneficial for the child as well as the parent.
Parents who are attentive and responsive to
their children’s needs and who express love,
joy and curiosity when interacting, help
their children develop trust in themselves
and in the world around them.

Desert Safari is a MUST for every
individual. The drivers deflate the
tyres and then drive u around on sand
dunes. The speciality being, u can’t
see where the dune will end, will it soar
more upwards or plunge downwards.
It advisable not to eat much before the
safari begins. You are driven around
in a land cruiser, hummer etc. You are
then taken to the desert camp, wherein
you can click pics in abaya (burqa),
smoke shisha (hookah), watch belly
dancing and indulge in local cuisine.
Dubai Miracle Gardens provide the
perfect backdrop for your photographs.
As the name suggests, find interesting
arrangements of flowers in a desert,
must visit! Kindly check the timings of
open season before planning the trip.
Gold souk will dazzle your senses
with the wide array of splendid gold
sets; diamonds etc. The purity and
price difference with Indian rates will
tempt u to buy & buy, only hitch being
transporting the same to India.
Dubai Mall and fountain This mall
boasts of a life-size aquarium which
will mesmerise u with its colourful
fishes and the concept. I am sure it
will take u 2 days to just complete
seeing the WHOLE mall! The dancing
fountains have their show in evening
and burj khalifa makes the perfect
backdrop for it.
Marina Walk gives u a huge option of
restaurants and cafes which are open
late till wee hours, watch the yachts
anchored, smoke a shisha, have
coffee, admire the fountains etc.
There is much more to Dubai like
finding peacocks near sheikh’s
residence. The awesome bump-free
highways, the mind blowing flyovers,
the vastness of the city and the most
amazing cars are found on this mother
earth!!

-Anushree Aggarwal

